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ABSTRACT
“Biosim” is a simulation software which works to simulate the harvesting system.
This system is able to design a model for any logistic

problem with the

combination of several objects so that the artificial system can show the
performance of an individual model. The system will also describe the efficiency,
possibility to be chosen for real life application of that particular model. So, when
any one wish to setup a logistic model like- harvesting system, in real life he/she
may be noticed about the suitable prostitution for his plants and factories as well as
he/she may get information about the least number of objects, total time to
complete the task, total investment required for his model, total amount of noise
produced for his establishment in advance. It will produce an advance over view
for his model. But “Biosim” is quite slow .As it is an object based system, it takes
long time to make its decision. Here the main task is to modify the system so that it
can work faster than the previous. So, the main objective of this thesis is to reduce
the load of “Biosim” by making some modification of the original system as well
as to increase its efficiency. So that the whole system will

be faster than the

previous one and performs more efficiently when it will be applied in real life. The
concept is to separate the execution part of ”Biosim” form its graphical engine and
run this separated portion in a third generation language platform. C++ is chosen
here as this external platform. After completing the proposed system, results with
different models have been observed. The results show that, for any type of plants
of fields, for any number of trucks, the proposed system is faster than the original
system. The proposed system takes at least 15% less time than the original
“Biosim”. The efficiency increase with the complexity of the model. More
complex the model, more efficient the proposed system is than original “Biosim”.
Depending on the complexity of a model, the proposed system can be

56.53 %

faster than the original “Biosim”.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

During our real life we have to face a great variety of logistic problem as it is
largely related to our daily life. The term Logistic” refers to the management for
supplying the resources from the origin of production to the point of consumption.
The problem with such management of resources is known as logistic problem.
The word ”resources” is used here to represent a vast area. Food, energy like- fuel,
manpower, machineries, tools and stuffs all these are considered as resources for a
logistic problem. Information containing any command, instruction even rough
data related to that problem are also resources for a logistic problem. In general, a
logistic problem works with planning to manage its materials, service as well as its
capital. A logistic problem is concerned with the process of planning,
implementing and controlling the efficient discussion about its resources to meet
consumer’s requirements. Logistic problems are important

because of their

dimensionality. They are interesting as their solution has real life application.
We face a lot of logistic problems in our real life which are most important to be
solved. Military logistic problem, medical logistic problem, business management,
production maintenance, municipal water management system, shipping system,
milk distribution system, parcel delivery system, harvesting system are some
common examples of logistic problem. For all of these problems- the goal is to
find the most efficient management to fulfill the requirement of consumers at
consuming points. But to achieve this goal, it should also

be ensured that all

resources are being supplied properly in due time with due amount. ”Right thing
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should be available in right place at right time” – is the basic aim of a logistic
problem.
The complexity of a logistic problem is possible to be modeled, analyzed,
visualized and even optimized by using modern simulation software, ”Biosim” is
one of them which is to perform simulation for ”Harvesting System” which is one
of the most popular problem in current world.

1.1 “Biosim”
“Biosim” is ideal logistic simulation software. It is used to simulate the
performance of a “Harvesting System”. “Biosim” was developed by Salixphare. It
is able to make very complex real world simulations easy and intuitive to set up
and simulate a model.
If someone wants to establish a ”harvesting system” in Bangladesh. He must do
two things to setup his model. One is to go to the correct place in Bangladesh
where he wants to setup his system, collect some necessary data from practical
view. Than the second thing is to make some paper works

which actually will

indicates the possibilities of his dream, cost to do this, time requirement, amount of
by-product as well as some other information. But this is a lengthy process and
also cost consuming. A logistic system can make its user to get rid of such
situation. Here user can put his collection of data as input to a logistic system like
“Biosim” and get some efficient information from the system after simulation
process. It will be easier for him to make his discussion when he becomes to know
the investment required for his setup, total time to complete a single task, number
of object to make his model more efficient and so on.
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“Biosim” allows its user to design his model by using several numbers of plants.
User can draw as much field as his needs. The number of trucks are also depends
on user’s choice. So, it makes the user flexible to model his plan. User can control
the speed of his trucks. The roads to run that trucks also drawn according to user’s
choice. No matter whether it is straight or not. There is also a chance for the user to
set the map of his area where he wants to setup his system. In a word, “Biosim” is
a perfect environment to design a logistic problem like harvesting system. The next
feature of “Biosim” is that it can show some useful information which helps the
user to take an advance view from the output of “Biosim”. So that he can know
about the possibilities of his plan, amount of money he needs to spend, total time to
finish his tasks, amount of by product from his system and so on.

Figure 1.1: A simulation software “Biosim”

As it has been told before that ”Biosim” is a simulating software which works to
simulate a logistic problem like harvesting system. The building architecture of
“Biosim” consists of two parts.
1. Graphical engine
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2. Calculation
Graphical part of “Biosim” is made in “Revolution Studio” which uses script
language for its calculation.

1.1.1 Revolution
Revolution is world’s fastest development system which is a platform for making
software construction better, easier and faster. Revolution is a high level language.
But it is ideal for the beginners. It’s easy, highly maintainable and straightforward
English like language makes it simple to its user. It is very quick to learn so that
any non-programmer can use it. But Revolution has several

powerful, flexible

features sets. Because of its high productively environment Revolution can be used
to make commercial software, business process automation tools and in- house
utilities. It is also possible to use Revolution for working in

enterprise teams on

real time and mission critical application. The business process lead times are
possible to be reduced from months to day with Revolution.
Most important features of Revolution
Revolution uses up to 90% less code but it is nearly 10 times more
productive than traditional development system.
It includes all features common to any third generation language like
C,C++,java.
The application created by Revolution is possible to run on web, desktop or
server.
Revolution costs less time, less effort but it is more efficient for limited
budgets.
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It has a powerful toolset.
Obscure and error prone symbols are reduced dramatically in Revolution.
It allows writing code once but deploying anywhere.
Revolution has a very high performance database.
Revolution has a powerful chunk expressions set so that the user can slice
and dice data more efficiently.
It allows user to switch between run and edit mode in real time.
Revolution offers it’s user to make an external communication with a third
generation programming language like c. The concept of external in
Revolution is that any computing problem for which Revolution is not
suitable can be solved by others without leaving the confines of Revolution.
For example, an implementation of an algorithm in Revolution may be too
slow, one may need a specific OS feature that isn’t wrapped by a command
or function in Revolution, or one may just want to access a pre-existing
library in Revolution. To support such cases, Revolution has ‘externals
interface’. It works as a shared library written in a lower-level language that
can be loaded at runtime into the Revolution environment. After that the
scripting environment is augmented with the commands and functions
exported by the external.

1.2 Problem Description
Logistics problem works with information, transportation, inventory, warehousing,
material-handling, and packaging, and occasionally security. They are consist of a
channel of the supply chain which adds the value of time and place utility. But in
real life it is difficult to collect data from the practical field because it is time
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consuming as well as money. After that question over the accuracy of the collected
data cannot be avoided. Problems can occur in each and every step during the
working process as it is related to real life. But these are global problem. Nobody
can avoid the possibility of occurring such problem in any logistics problem. There
is also some local problem which is specific for single simulation software. The
objective of this thesis is to solve such a local problem.
The working procedure of ”Biosim ” is a little bit complex. It has two parts mainly.
1. The graphical representation and
2. The code written in script language.
The system allows the user to make some graphical objects and run their
simulation graphically.

During this simulation it is able to take some data and

instruction command as

its input and go to the script for calculation. Inside the

script there are several functions and statements for several specific tasks.
According to the instructions it performs the corresponding

operation over the

input data and produce desired output from them. Finally it returns the result to the
graphical part of the system and shows it to the user.
But the problem is that the code written in script makes the whole procedure very
slow. It takes comparably long time to make the calculation and produce its result.
It is not necessary to make any other new system but make some effective
modification to the existing system. So the task is to make this system faster.
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Revolution
Graphical Engine
Script
Execution
Result
Figure 1.2: Model of Original “Biosim”

1.3 Proposed Hypothesis
This thesis works on a “Simulating software” which is made on a special platform”
Revolution studio” using script language. This system is able to design any model
for a harvesting system with the combination of several graphical objects so that
the artificial system shows the performance of an individual model. It will produce
an advance over view for the designing model.
The most important feature of revolution studio is it allows the user to use
“External”. An external is a linking process which makes the communication
between script and some other language. The feature means that revolution studio
can call some function which are not in its script but made in some other language
like - C, C++.it also can take some value as its parameter. On the other side of
external the values are received by that function and make necessary computation
to produce the desired result. Than that function returns the

result to its calling

statement through the external link. An external carry the parameters as ‘character’.
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This concept mainly arises to make the computational process faster. From the
script the external will carry its value to some other language which is faster than
script language and make calculation there. The result is then returned to its origin
so that the average time will be less than the previous.

Important Features:
1. It can take as much value as it wants. The number of parameters
depends on user according to his necessity.
2. It can return as much value as it produces. It also depends on user
choice.
3. The values are carried as ‘character’. So, there is a least chance for
data missing.
4. It allows the user to make communication with some other language.
So, there is an opportunity to expand the feature of revolution by
using the feature of another language.
The concept of using ‘external’ of revolution studio may solve our problem. When
any calculation in revolution studio is needed, it may call the external function by
passing the necessary value as its parameter. Than do the calculation there and
return the result to our script. So, that the whole system will be more first than the
previous.

1.4 Proposed Model:
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The simulating process of “Biosim” is quite slow .it takes long time to make its
decision. So it needs to modify the system so that it can work faster than the
previous. How the system can be faster than the previous as there is no option to
make it first-forward like some other video player? One idea to do this is to reduce
the load of that system. When there is no option for a boat to increase its speed
with its engine, the one and only way is to reduce its load. But for “Biosim” , how
its load can be reduced? The idea is to make a combination of a faster language
with a slower language so that the average speed will be more than the previous
one. The logic behind this concept will be like followLet,
A= Time to Simulate the graphical object
B= Time to make the calculation
C= Time to return the result to from script to revolution studio
X= Time to call the external function and pass the value
Y= Return the value to our script
Z= Time to make calculation in external function
Original Architecture

Revolution
Graphical Engine
Script
Execution
Result
Figure 1.3: Model of Original “Biosim”
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Total Time =A+B+C
Proposed Architecture

Revolution
Graphical Engine
Script

Execution

Call External
Result

C++ Library

Figure 1.4: Model of proposed system

Total Time =A+X+Y+Z+C
Where X+Y+Z < B
The equation for the second column supports to make further steps to the
modification. Later after the correctness of that equation will be seen.
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Chapter 2
Design and methodology

2.1 Identifying the problem
The main objective of this thesis is to make “Biosim” faster. When a boat comes to
very slow due to its load, it must reduce some load to increase its speed. But if all
goods must be carried to the destination, additional boat may be used to help the
first one to reduce its load. So that two or more boat can carry the total goods to the
destination within short time required for the previous system. Here, to help
Revolution to be faster any other third generation language like C, C++ can be
used to share the whole load. They can help each other to do the whole task, so that
“Biosim” will be faster than the previous. To do so, the whole system must need
some modification. .The technique is to combine a slow programming language
with a first one so that the new system will run first. But the question is where the
modification should takes place? Should some code from Revolution be removed
or be added something new? How does the combination take place? To find the
answer, the structure of revolution studio should be understood first.

2.1.1 Building architecture of Revolution
Any application created by Revolution works based on stack. Stack is the building
block for the architecture of Revolution. A stack is a window. Palettes, dialog
boxes and standard windows are also different types of stacks. Each stack contains
one or more card. Cards are information. They can have different or same
appearance in a same stack. Changing the displaying window in revolution means
to go from one stack to another. So, it is possible to flip through the cards but only
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one card at a time should be visible. On to a card area, user interface objects
can be created by dragging them by dragging from the tool box. These objects can
be tide into a group so that they will be operated as a set. The idea behind this is to
use them more than one card. So all cards will share same background image or
navigation buttons.
When more than one window is necessary for a specific application, there is
an option to use more than one stack for that purpose but they should be saved is a
single file. Than the first stack of that application will be considered as the main
stack and any other stacks created in the same stack file will be substacks of that
main stack. The concept of main stack and substacks comes from the use of
multiple windows for a single application. When the application runs its main stack
will run automatically but not the substacks. Substacks should be opened in a
handler or the massage box. As mainstack is part of the object hierarchy of their
bubstacks, all substacks call the functionality from scripts within the substacks. So,
functions and code common to all substacks should be placed in their main stack.
Next to card objects in Revolution should be discussed. A single card can
contain one or more objects. Both cards and objects contain

some code within

script language. These codes are mainly based on their contribution to the
application.

Figure 2.1: Archecture of Revolution studio
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2.2 Implementation
It is a good news that “Biosim” works with only one mainstack named “Biosim”
and two cards named “card 1” and “Browser test”. Among them “card 1” is
important as all the objects are created based on it. Card 1 has 5 functions, 30 loops
and lots of conditions in total. The best way is to make the modification over the
function of card 1 as all objects at several times use them. So, a single modification
in a single function can effect a several time as much as it is being used by others.
To select a code to be modified it must have some criteria
1. It may be a loop, which is repeating for several times but making a single
decision or producing a single result.
2. It may be a set of condition which is checking lots of condition but setting a
single value or taking a single decision.
3. A set of statements or operations which are being used for several times.
4. Combination of point 1, 2, and 3.
According to these criteria 5 sections have been founded in “Biosim”. This areSection A: Section A is taking each points of a line considering them as the
position of a point in a coordinate system and calculate the distance of each point
to the next.(See appendix)
Section B: Section B represents a loop which repeats for hundreds time but do the
same task that takes a decision about the value of a text field. Another important
thing is that this code is used for two times in script. So it would be two times
effective to replace it with a single function. (See appendix)
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Section C: Section C represents a loop which repeats for hundreds time but do the
same task that takes a division about the value of a text field. It is interesting that
this code is also used for two times in script. So it would be two times effective to
replace it with a single function. (See appendix)
Section D: In Section D 3 conditions has been checked but doing the same thing.
(See appendix)
Section E: Section E is a set of 4 simple statements is used 12 times inside the
script. So modification in one place will affects 12 different places. That means a
single action will cause 12 different re action. (See appendix)

2.3 Setting an external environment
It’s a time to set the external environment to establish the communication between
script language and C++ file. To do this a skeleton environment similar to
Revolution should be included. The basic structure of this skeleton will allow
writing external using Visual C++.Revolution studio has a zip folder which
consists a set of different folders. Inside this folder External Creator V1.rev – is a
small Revolution utility which will help to setup an external project. The folder
“libexternal” contains the special glue-code that all externals

need to be linked

with in order to bind to revolution. Temples is the folder containing template
project files used by the external creator to setup new

external projects.

Configuration folder contains two kinds of file ‘vsprops’ and

‘xcconing’. These

contain setting for different variants of build on different platform. After
unpacking the zip folder the configuration is like any other creation of project in
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lower level language. Finally a C++ file will be created automatically that is able to
start the “Biosim”. There are 3 types of file inside the project.
1. Source file
2. Library file.
3. Header file
Changing of the number of parameter by the external also requi es a little bit
change in library and header file as it is needed in ordinary project created by
lower level language. It is also possible to create some user define function in the
source file of that project.

2.3.1 Establish a communication
So far the environment is ready to make communication between “Biosim” and an
external C++ file. Is it possible now to use any function written in C++ file by the
“Biosim”? No, because it is restricted to do so. It is not possible to call any
external function from “Biosim” directly. Another thing can be done to overcome
this difficulty. An additional mainstack can be created by revolution studio which
is connected with external and “Biosim” can be added to that mainstack as a
substack .it means that a common platform for the external and the “Biosim” is
created so that they can communicate with each other. The concept is figured as
followsSubstack (Biosim)

Mainstack

External
Functions

Figure 2.2: common platform for script and C++
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Now function created in external, can be called from the “Biosim” but obeying a
condition. It can call only the main function of that external not the other function
inside the main function directly. No mater it is. It has an easy solution. From
“Biosim” only main function will be called though there is several small function
inside main function for several different purposes. During the main function
calling, it will carry a special parameter which will indicate that which functions
inside main function should be performed.
For this thesis, above “AirTra” is the function which is created in C++ but is being
called from “Biosim” through external communication. This

function is able to

take 10 values as its parameter and return one normally. But technically is can be
used to carry as much value as required and return in same number.
Function “AirTra” can carry 10 values as its parameter. First 9 values are used to
carry value of different variable as parameter. 10th is used as an indicator which
indicates that which nested function inside “AirTra” should

be performed for a

specific calling. Last value of function “AirTra” is used to carry the output from
C++ file to “Biosim”. Again a new question arise here, what will be the data type
carried by the external? The answer is- only character. No integer, double or any
other data type is allowed to be carried. All data will be passed as character and
returns in same type.

2.3.2 Getting Data
After calling the external function from “Biosim” the values are passed to its main
function (See appendix). The prototype of main function is shown bellow-
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Void AirTra (char *p_arguments[ ],int p_argument_count,char
**r_result,*r_pass,Bool,*r_err)
Here,
“char *p_arguments[ ]” is mainly charring necessary values as parameter.
“int p_argument_count” represents the number of parameters which are being
passed.This passed value

should be extract first. All external project related to

revolution studio will use the same prototype to extract its

value. it is shown

bellowChar *t_name=GetVariable(p_arguments[0], &t_success);
“GetVariable” is an user defined function which is mainly used to extracted values
carried by the external. This function gives access to the contents of the local
variables present in the context that called the external handler – as long as the
values of those variables are text strings.
The GetVariable call takes a name of a variable (as a C-string) and a pointer to a
return variable. If the call succeeds, *t_success will be EXTERNAL_SUCCESS
and a copy of the value of the variable as a C-string will be returned. If the call
fails, t_success will contain EXTERNAL_FAILURE and NULL will be
returned.The returning value is in character form now and it should be converted
into any other efficient form. Let it be converted into a double value. (See
appendix)

2.3.3 Receiving result
As data came from script has already been converted into some other type instead
of character, the producing result must be in that form after
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should be converted again into character to be carried towards the script. The
easiest way is to use ‘sprintf’ (See appendix) function for that purpose. tnn is than
needs to be copied again into another constant character t_message with the help of
function “sprintf”. Finally the result should be passed to script as a returning value.
All external project related to revolution studio will use the same prototype to pass
its result.
SetVariable(p_arguments[10],t_message,&t_success);
Here, as it was mentioned before the function is carrying 11

arguments in total.

First 9 values are for carrying data, number 10th is for specifying action and last
one is to return result. Here the last one is p_arguments[10],which is carrying the
producing result to “Biosim”.

2.4 Algorithm
The algorithm for this whole procedure is described below.
Step 1- set the value to specify the function to be called
Step 2- call the external function and go to external source file.
Step 3- extract all parameter carried by the external
Step 4- Go to the specific function and perform necessary computation
Step 5- set the result to be passed
Step 6- return to script with the result
Step7- repeat step 1 to 6 when according to the necessity in script
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2.5 Flowchart
Start

Call the external function
and go to external source

Extract all parameters
Carried by the External

Identify the
nested function

Do necessary Calculation

Set the result to return it
to script again
Figure 2.3: Flowchart of proposed System
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Chapter 3
Result and Analysis
3.1 Case study
Now it’s time to check the performance of the modified system. One and only
parameter to compare the performance between the original system and the
modified one is time consumption. Same model should be used for this purpose.
First of all a model is designed and then it is used in both system. Whatever the
output is but only time required by each system should be focused because the goal
of this thesis is to make the original system faster by reducing its time consumption.
There is a problem to design a model with original “Biosim”. It doesn’t allow the
user to design any model with more than one plant and field. Because of this
limitation of original “Biosim”, all models have to be designed with one field and
one plant but can use several numbers of trucks. Time consumption of a model to
complete its harvesting depends on area of fields, distance between the plant and
field, number of trucks being used for harvesting and presence of angles on roads.
Around 70 different models have been used here to observe the final output. So
that it offers efficient flexibility to make discussion. All these models are divided
into 3 major groups. For simplicity these have been named as Case 1, Case 2 and
Case 3.as it mentioned before, time required by the system to complete its task is
mainly consumed by roads to cross it and field to harvest it. It also depends on the
number of trucks being used for harvesting. A simple road with comparable less
angles and short distance needs less time to cross it. A small field needs less time
to be harvested than a large field. Increasing the number of trucks to harvest will
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decrease total time. Here the time format is Hours : Minutes : Seconds : Miliseconds
3.1.1 Case 1

Figure 3.1: Model for Case 1
Figure 3.1 shows the model of case 1. Case 1 consists of 1 field and 1 plant. The
plant is not so far from the field. The roads connecting the field and the plant are
simple in that sense they are more or less straight with very few angles. For Case 1
9 models with has been checked. Roads and fields are same in each and every
models but the number of trucks varies to observe time consumption.
Table 3.1 : Time consumption for “Biosim”
Ex.No

Number of Type

of Type

of Time

in

trucks

field

roads

minutes

1

1

Simple

Simple

0:51:42:20

2

2

Simple

Simple

0:25:53:06

3

4

Simple

Simple

0:15:18:52

4

5

Simple

Simple

0:16:36:88
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5

6

Simple

Simple

0:17:59:30

6

7

Simple

Simple

0:18:48:21

7

8

Simple

Simple

0:18:55:15

8

9

Simple

Simple

0:19:15:17

9

10

Simple

Simple

0:20:51:74

………………
simBiosim
Bio……

Figure 3.2 Actual time taken by original “Biosim”.

Table 3.2: Time consumption for proposed model.
Ex.No

1

Number of

Type of

Type of

Time in

trucks

field

roads

minute

1
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2

2

Simple

Simple

0:24:28:62

3

4

Simple

Simple

0:14:08:56

4

5

Simple

Simple

0:14:19:32

5

6

Simple

Simple

0:15:30:12

6

7

Simple

Simple

0:16:07:05

7

8

Simple

Simple

0:16:50:70

8

9

Simple

Simple

0:17:25:50

9

10

Simple

Simple

0:18:46:50

-----B-i-o---sim
Proposed
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System

Figure 3.3: Time consumption for Proposed System
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Table 3.3 : Comparison between original “Biosim” and proposed model.
Ex.No

Number

Type of

Type of

Time for

Time for

Reduced

Reduced

of trucks

field

roads

original

external

time

time(%)

1

1

Simple

Simple

0:51:42:20

0:50:37:10 0:01:05:10

2.10%

2

2

Simple

Simple

0:25:53:06

0:24:28:62 0:01:24:44

5.44%

3

4

Simple

Simple

0:15:18:52

0:14:08:56 0:1:09:96

7.62%

4

5

Simple

Simple

0:16:36:88

0:14:19:32 0:02:17:56

13.80%

5

6

Simple

Simple

0:17:59:30

0:15:30:12 0:02:29:18

13.82%

6

7

Simple

Simple

0:18:48:21

0:16:07:05 0:02:41:16

14.28%

7

8

Simple

Simple

0:18:55:15

0:16:50:70 0:02:04:45

10.96%

8

9

Simple

Simple

0:19:15:17

0:17:25:50 0:01:49:67

9.49%

9

10

Simple

Simple

0:20:51:74

0:18:46:50 0:02:05:24

10.01%

Biosim
Bo m

Proposed System

Figure 3.4: Comparison of two Systems
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-------- Proposed System

Figure 3.5: Comparison of two Systems
3.1.2 Case 2

Figure 3.6: Model for Case 2
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Figure 3.6 represent the model of case 2. Like Case 1, Case 2 also has 1 field and 1
plant. But the distance between plant and field has increased here as compared to
Case 1. The connecting roads have more angles in Case 2.So we consider Case 2 as
a little bit complex model. Case 2 is also checked with 9 models with different
number of trucks to observe time consumption.

Table 3.4: Time consumption for “Biosim”
Ex.No

Number of

Type of

Type of

Time in

trucks

field

roads

minutes

1

1

Complex

Simple

01:13:21:85

2

2

Complex

Simple

00:37:15:88

3

4

Complex

Simple

00:19:04:12

4

5

Complex

Simple

00:15:05:98

5

6

Complex

Simple

00:13:25:71

6

7

Complex

Simple

00:11:10:43

7

8

Complex

Simple

00:10:11:05

8

9

Complex

Simple

00:10:29:44

9

10

Complex

Simple

00:10:49:43
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Figure 3.7: Time consumption for “Biosim”
Table 3.5: Time consumption for proposed model.
Ex.No

Number of

Type of

Type of

Time in

trucks

field

roads

minutes

1

1

Complex

Simple

01:04:20:39

2

2

Complex

Simple

00:32:35:83

3

4

Complex

Simple

00:16:10:53

4

5

Complex

Simple

00:13:41:12

5

6

Complex

Simple

00:10:47:92

6

7

Complex

Simple

00:09:01:12

7

8

Complex

Simple

00:08:19:96

8

9

Complex

Simple

00:08:41:06

9

10

Complex

Simple

00:08:57:88
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--------ii roposed system
B o sPm

Figure 3.8: Time consumption for Proposed System

Table 3.6: Comparison between original “Biosim” and proposed model.
Ex.No

Number

Type of Type of Time

of trucks

field

roads

original

1

1

Complex

Simple

01:13:21:85 01:04:20:39 00:09:01:46 12.30%

2

2

Complex

Simple

00:37:15:88 00:32:35:83 00:04:40:05 12.53%

3

4

Complex

Simple

00:19:04:12 00:16:10:53 00:02:53:59 15.17%

4

5

Complex

Simple

00:15:05:98 00:12:41:12 00:02:24:86 15.99%

5

6

Complex

Simple

00:13:25:71 00:10:47:92 00:02:37:79 19.58%

6

7

Complex

Simple

00:11:10:43 00:09:01:12 00:02:09:31 19.30%
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7

8

Complex

Simple

00:10:11:05 00:08:19:96 00:01:51:09 18.18%

8

9

Complex

Simple

00:10:29:44 00:08:41:06 00:01:48:38 17.22%

9

10

Complex

Simple

00:10:49:43 00:08:57:88 00:01:51:55 17.18%

Biosim

Proposed System

Figure 3.9: Comparison of two Systems
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…………… …… Biosim --------------- Proposed System

Bio sim

Propo sed System

Figure 3.10: comparison of time consumption between two syst ems.

Figure 3.10: Comparison of two Systems
Case 3.1.3:

Figure 3.11: model for Case 3
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Case 3 is designed as most complex model. Figure 3.6 shows the model of case 3.
Here, plant and field are placed in long distance. Connecting roads are not so
simple. They have more angles so that the time consumption for harvesting will be
increased vastly. Case 3 is also checked with 9 models with different number of
trucks to observe time consumption.

Table 3.7: Time consumption for “Biosim”
Ex.No

Number of

Type of

Type of

Time in

trucks

field

roads

minutes

1

1

Complex

Complex

8:53:26:28

2

2

Complex

Complex

4:09:32:83

3

4

Complex

Complex

2:28:53:20

4

5

Complex

Complex

2:09:28:09

5

6

Complex

Complex

1:56:31:98

6

7

Complex

Complex

1:31:43:10

7

8

Complex

Complex

1:26:03:54

8

9

Complex

Complex

1:29:22:40

9

10

Complex

Complex

1:47:18:84
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……….. Biosim

Figure 3.12: Time consumption for “Biosim”
Table 3.8: Time consumption for proposed model.
Ex.No

Number of

Type of

Type of

Time in

trucks

field

roads

minute

1

1

Complex

Complex

7:14:05:20

2

2

Complex

Complex

3:52:02:93

3

4

Complex

Complex

1:54:20:62

4

5

Complex

Complex

1:29:23:97

5

6

Complex

Complex

1:05:47:50

6

7

Complex

Complex

0:42:30:79

7

8

Complex

Complex

0:33:38:42
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9

Complex

Complex

0:43:32:91

9

10

Complex

Complex

0:59:43:34
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------- Proposed System

Figure 3.13: Time consumption for Proposed System
Table 3.9: Comparison between original “Biosim” and proposed model.
Ex.No

Number

Type of

Type of

Time

of trucks

field

roads

original

1

1

Complex

Complex

2

2

Complex

3

4

4

for Reduced

Reduced

external

time

time(%)

8:53:26:28

7:14:05:20

1:39:21:08

18.62%

Complex

4:09:32:83

3:52:02:93

0:36:29:90

26.61%

Complex

Complex

2:28:53:20

1:54:20:62

0:34:32:58

23.20%

5

Complex

Complex

2:09:28:09

1:29:23:97

0:40:04:12

30.95%

5

6

Complex

Complex

1:56:31:98

1:05:47:50

0:50:54:48

43.69%

6

7

Complex

Complex

1:31:43:10

0:42:30:79

0:49:12:31

53.43%
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7

8

Complex

Complex

1:26:03:54

0:33:38:42

0:52:25:12

56.53%

8

9

Complex

Complex

1:29:22:40

0:43:32:91

0:48:49:48

54.63%

9

10

Complex

Complex

1:47:18:84

0:59:43:34

0:47:35:50

44.34%

Biosim

Proposed System

Figure 3.14: Comparison of two Systems
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Proposed System

Figure 3.15: Comparison of two Systems

Table 3.1, 3.4, 3.7 shows total time consumption for original “Biosim” with
different model. Some first rows show that time consumption

decrease with the

increment of tucks number. But after a certain number of trucks, total time begins
to increase though the number of trucks increasing.
Table 3.2, 3.5, 3.8 shows total time consumption for proposed model of “Biosim”
with different model. Like the original, same thing is happening here. Some first
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rows show that time consumption decrease with the increment of tucks number.
But after a certain number of trucks, total time begins to increase though the
number of trucks increasing.
The reason behind this is less number of trucks makes the field idle to be harvested,
so, when the number is increased, harvesting procedure become more faster and
total time becomes decreased. But, after a certain period, when number of trucks
become large they need to wait in a queue to get chance to participate in harvesting.
So, total time become more than the previous including the waiting time for trucks.
In Case 1 where roads and field are simple, table 3.3 shows that- for any number of
trucks the proposed model needs less time than the original “Biosim”. Last column
of that table actually indicates how fast the proposed model is in percentage. The
lowest efficiency showed by the proposed model is 2.10% and high efficiency is
14.28%. It means that this proposed model is 14.28 % faster than the previous one.
It needs 14.28% less time. Table 3.6 and 3.9 describes the same thing though the
figure of efficiency may vary.
The results, tables and graphs are mainly describing some points about this thesis.
1. For Case 1 the average efficiency of this proposed model over the original
model is 9.72%. Where for Case 2 and Case 3 it is 16.38% and 33.55%
respectively.
2. In each Case, effectiveness is greater for that number of trucks which is also
suitable for that particular model. That means, a specie model is best fit for a
specific number of trucks. In that model for that number of trucks the
proposed model shows best performance (high efficiency) as compared to
the original model.
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3. Average efficiency of this proposed model over the original model shows
that its efficiency becomes high with complexity increment. It is more
efficient for more complex model.
4. For Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, Original “Biosim” becomes stable after
truck number 12, 13 and 15 respectively. But these numbers are 14, 15, and
18 for this proposed model. It indicates that the proposed model can reduce
time computation and become stable later than the original one. The new
model is continuing to reduction till when the older one becomes stable.
5. The proposed model offers its user to reduce the number of trucks also
besides reducing time consumption. So, it is two times

effective than the

previous one with respect to cost.

\
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Chapter 4
Conclusion

Logistics problems are closely related to real life. Now a day it becomes more
important because of its implementation. Specially harvesting system has a vast
application in current world. But like any other logistics problems “harvesting
system” is so much complicated. Several parameters can influence the outcome.
The risk becomes very high when the question is to set up a harvesting system as it
requires huge amount of money, human resources, time and other tools and stuffs.
It is a good idea to have an advance idea about future .simulation software can help
to make an advance idea and take decision about the model.“Biosim ” is a
simulation software which works for harvesting system. it is able to allow its user
to design a harvesting model to make an advance idea.
“Biosim ” is made on revaluation studio which use script language. But it is a slow
system and it takes really too much time. This problem arise

a new concept to

modify it and make a new model which will be faster than the existing one. The
feature of using external function by revaluation studio is

mainly making this

concept possible. So, operation like calculation were removed from script and done
in external part. So, the revaluation studio has relief from its load and become
faster.
Results from this thesis prove that the hypothesis behind this concept is right. For
any types of model with any number of trucks the proposed model shows better
performance than the original “Biosim”. The amount of reduced time and the
efficiency indicates that
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proved that this proposed system can show better performance for more complex
model.
This new system is not only able to reduce the time consumption

but also it can

reduce the number of trucks. So that the cost is possible to be reduced from two
dimension.
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Chapter 5
Future work

Though the goal of this thesis has been already reached but this is not the last thing
to do. Some additional works are also remaining to be done in future. As it was
mentioned earlier that “Biosim” works based on only one card, it consists of code
with around 675 lines. After modification when its load has been reduced, number
of line becomes 525. That means around 150 lines of code has been reduced during
modification. But that are not all. There are also 525 lines remain where further
modification is possible to take place. Behind each objects, fields and plants there
are some code which determine the role of that objects, fields and plants. They
should also come to consideration to be modified. The modified model will be
Firstar as much as it is possible to reduce its load. But there is another fact which
should be also considered. The concept is to use a third generation programming
language to work parallel beside with script language. Some works are going to be
done in external part which had been done in revaluation studio earlier. But
increment of fastness has a limit. It is not possible to make a model faster than that
system which is completely made by that third generation language. Reason behind
this concept is that, when 2 numbers are producing a new average number, the
result is not possible to be less than the smallest number. So, there is a limit to
make “Biosim” faster.
The second thing which should be done in future is also important. “Biosim”
doesn’t allow its user to make any complex model actually. It works only with a
single plant and a single field. But real life doesn’t know this limitation of
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“Biosim”. It may needs a model consisting of more than one plant and several
fields sometime. In modified model it is possible to facility the user to design his
model with more than one plant and field. Not only that but any other additional
option can be included in modified model through its external part.
This thesis describes the modification to reduce the load of “Biosim”. It is able to
that. But the harvesting process is still slow enough. On the field, when trucks
collect crops from field it takes too much time than necessity. So that sometime
next trucks have to wait for the previous trucks to finish its work. So that, total
time may increase or reduction of total time become impossible. If this crop
collecting process is possible to make first, it can be expected that time
consumption may reduced further more. The same thing is true for plant where
trucks have to wait to be unloaded. Modification should also take place there.
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Appendices

Section A:
repeat with x = 1 to the number of lines in vertexList - 1
get line x of vertexList
put item 1 of it into x1
put item 2 of it into y1
get line x + 1 of vertexList
put item 1 of it into x2
put item 2 of it into y2
put sqrt((x1 - x2)^2 + (y1 - y2)^2) into deltaDistance
add deltaDistance to sumDistance
put round(sumDistance * the selection of button "Scale" / 1000,3) into field
"ObjectsDistance" -- km
end repeat

Section B:
repeat with w = 1 to abs(line q of field "yDiff")
if line q of field "yDiff" < 0
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than
put item 1 of the last line of field "AllPoints" & "," & item 2 of the last line
of field "AllPoints" - 1 & return after field "AllPoints"
else
put item 1 of the last line of field "AllPoints" & "," & item 2 of the last line
of field "AllPoints" + 1 & return after field "AllPoints"
end if
end repeat

Section C:
repeat with w = 1 to abs(line q of field "yDiff")
add Qx to Qxx
put Qxx into field "Qxx"
if Qxx >= 1
than

put 1 into Qxxx

put Qxx - 1 into Qxx
else

put 0 into Qxxx

end if
if line q of field "xDiff" < 0 and line q of field "yDiff" < 0
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put item 1 of the last line of field "AllPoints" - Qxxx & "," & item 2

of the last line of field "AllPoints" - 1 & return after field "AllPoints"
end if
if line q of field "xDiff" < 0 and line q of field "yDiff" > 0
than

put item 1 of the last line of field "AllPoints" - Qxxx & "," &

item 2 of the last line of field "AllPoints" + 1 & return after field "AllPoints"
end if
if line q of field "xDiff" > 0 and line q of field "yDiff" < 0
than

put item 1 of the last line of field "AllPoints" + Qxxx & "," &

item 2 of the last line of field "AllPoints" - 1 & return after field "AllPoints"
end if
if line q of field "xDiff" > 0 and line q of field "yDiff" > 0
than

put item 1 of the last line of field "AllPoints" + Qxxx & "," &

item 2 of the last line of field "AllPoints" + 1 & return after field "AllPoints"
end if
end repeat

Section D:
if the Type of the target is "Enter Field-road"
than

put the name of the target & return after field "ObjectsList"
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set the Speed of the target to 7
set the visible of the target to false
set the originalWidth of the target to the width of the target
set the originalHeight of the target to the height of the target
set the customProperties["Default Settings"] of the target to the
customProperties of the target
set the customPropertySet of the target to "Default Settings"
end if
if the Type of the target is "To Harvester Road"
than

put the name of the target & return after field "ObjectsList"

set the Speed of the target to 7
set the visible of the target to false
set the originalWidth of the target to the width of the target
set the originalHeight of the target to the height of the target
set the customProperties["Default Settings"] of the target to the
customProperties of the target
set the customPropertySet of the target to "Default Settings"
end if
if the Type of the target is "Leave Field-road"
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then put the name of the target & return after field "ObjectsList"
set the Speed of the target to 3
set the visible of the target to false
set the originalWidth of the target to the width of the target
set the originalHeight of the target to the height of the target
set the customProperties["Default Settings"] of the target to the
customProperties of the target
set the customPropertySet of the target to "Default Settings"
end if

Section E:
set the originalWidth of the target to the width of the target
set the originalHeight of the target to the height of the target
set the customProperties["Default Settings"] of the target to the
customProperties of the target
set the customPropertySet of the target to "Default Settings"

Main function : AirTra "line x of vertexList", "line x + 1 of vertexList",
"sumDistance" , "value3", "value4", "value5", "value6", "value7", "value8",
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"value9", "tOutput"

Convertion from character value to double value :
double a=atof (t_name)

Code fro sprint :
sprintf (p4,”%g”,tn);
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